Behavior Discussion Group, July 2006.

5 July  Suresh Naidu (UC Berkeley) *Do husbands pay for fertile wives?: Evidence from a randomized family planning experiment.*

10 July: Patrick Ball (Human Rights Data Analysis Group) *Statistical Analysis of Human Rights Violations.*

12 July: Elisabeth Wood (SFI and Yale University) *Wartime Sexual Violence: Explaining Variation*

18 July: Willemien Kets (Tilburg University) *Rules of Thumb for Social Networks*

19 July: Paul Seabright (Université de Toulouse) *Where are the Real Bottlenecks? A Lagrangian Approach to Identifying Constraints on Economic Growth from Subjective Survey Data*

24 July: Juan Camilo Cardenas (Universidad de los Andes) *Social Networks and Cooperation in Large Groups*

Meetings are in the medium conference room at the Santa Fe Institute at 3.30